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I. SUMMARY: 
 
 This document covers the technical requirements of various equipments required 

for Centralized Mailing System on Indian Railways. Such system is proposed to 
be provided to enable web based & native client based access of emails. 

 
 
II. FOREWORD: 
 

 
1.0 RDSO specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/90/2010, Revision 0.0 was prepared as 

per Railway Board letter No. 2008/Tele/WP/2008-09/Supplementary/Pt. dated 
12/05/2009.  Subsequently revision 1.0 to above specification was issued based 
on technical feedback received. Revision 2.0 to the specification No. 
RDSO/SPN/TC/90/2010 has been prepared in terms of Railway Board letter No. 
2009/Tele/TW/1/Railnet dated 01.06.2010, duly considering contents of report on 
up-gradation of Railnet.   

 
    
2.0 Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shall be 

taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the year of 
issue of the specification is specifically stated. 
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANISATION 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW 
 

RDSO Specification of Centralized Mailing System for Indian Railways 
 

RDSO Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/90/2010 Revision 2.0 
 

1.0 SCOPE:  
 
1.1 The specification of Centralized Mailing System covers technical specification 

and requirement of hardware & software for Primary Data Center, Disaster 
Recovery Center and other locations of Indian Railways including requirement of 
network security.  

 
1.2 The components & their technical details covered under this specification are 

applicable only to centralized mailing system having web based & native client 
based access. . 

  
 2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:  

 
2.1 Secured centralized mailing system is to be provided for implementation of 

mailing infrastructure on zones, divisions, sub-divisions, production units, 
Railway Board, RDSO and other institutions of Indian Railways. Centralized 
mailing system shall mainly consist of hardware & software for primary data 
center, disaster recovery center and other locations.    
 

3.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 
3.1 Through the centralized setup of Primary Data Center and Disaster Recovery 

Center, centralized mailing services are to be provided to railways officials 
located at different locations.  

 
3.2 The mailing services shall enable web browser based and native client based 

access to the mailbox for the users. Indentified officials of Indian Railways, 
irrespective of their locations shall be able to access their email messages and 
be able to communicate / share information with other email users. 
 

3.3 The mailing services should be integrated with the directory services.   
 
3.4 Centralized mailing system shall be capable of handling 50,000 users 

upgradable up to 1,00,000 users with sufficient mail storage for each user as 
specified by purchaser. 
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3.5 Connectivity between data center and disaster recovery center as well as with 

LAN/WAN at zonal railways, production units shall be provided through a 
reliable medium with adequate bandwidth. 
 

3.6 The mailing system should be able to provide the following minimum 
functionalities to the users: 

 
3.6.1 Easy access to mailing system. 
 
3.6.2 Efficient online & offline working experience.  
 
3.6.3 Built-in & integrated support for calendaring & scheduling, tasks, presence 

awareness & other collaborative features. 
 
3.6.4 Single interface for end users to schedule their activities as well as to check 

other users’ availability status on the network.  
 
3.6.5 Task allocation and status reporting among the groups. 
 
3.6.6 Effective mailbox management. 
 
3.6.7 User friendly interface. 
 
3.6.8 Anti spam features. 
 
3.6.9 Efficient search capability for mails, appointments, contacts & tasks. 
 
3.6.10 Easy Web Access.  
 
3.6.11 It should provide support for up-to-date notifications synchronization with 

mobile telephone instruments on selected models supported by OEM.  
 
3.7 Patches and updates of proposed software should be easily available.  Also 

during any update and upgrade of mailing system, there should be zero down 
time. 

 
3.8 Centralized mailing system should support interoperable, portable, and 

scalable applications, services, interfaces, data formats and protocols.  
 
3.9 Mailing system should be compatible with all leading web browsers like 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or above, Mozilla Firefox 2 or above etc. 
 
3.10 The system software should provide high availability.  
 
3.11 The system should have the functionality to: 
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a.  Define users  

b.  Define user groups  

c.  Map users to groups 

d.  Assign the users a role and privileges in the applications 

e.  Assign the menus/ forms/ functionalities in the system to the users 

groups 

f.  Grant / impose data-based access / restrictions to the users 

g.  Define menus and attach such menus to users/ groups 

h.  Disable/re-enable users / groups from the system 

 
3.12 Any additional hardware & software required at primary data center and/or 

disaster recovery center, in additional to requirement mentioned in this 
specification, for functioning of mailing & messaging system for Indian Railways 
shall be planned by the purchaser.  

 
3.13 Mailing system shall support unified communication environment consisting of 

functionalities of instant messaging, web conferencing, VOIP, team work 
spaces, voice mail, fax, support for mobile telephone devices etc.  

 
4.0 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 
4.1 Primary Data Center & Disaster Recovery Center:  
 
4.1.1 Primary Data Center shall mainly consist of hardware for Directory Server, DNS 

Server, Mail Box Administration Server, EMS-NMS Server, Anti Virus Server, 
SMTP Server, Mail Box Server, Mail Access Server and storage. 

 
4.1.2 In addition to above, System Backup Management Server, Information Right 

Management Server & tape library for backup may be provided at primary data 
center by the purchaser based on requirement/ services proposed to be provided 
by purchaser.    

 
4.1.3 Disaster Recovery Center shall mainly consist of hardware for Directory Server, 

DNS Server, Mail Box Administration Server, EMS-NMS Server, Anti Virus 
Server, SMTP Server, Mail Box Server, Mail Access Server and storage. 

 
4.1.4 In addition to above, Information Right Management Server may be provided at 

disaster recovery center by the purchaser based on requirement/ services 
proposed to be provided by purchaser.   Also requisite backup may be provided, 
if required by purchaser. 
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4.1.5 Primary Data Center & Disaster Recovery Center shall also consist of router, 

firewall, network intrusion prevention system, core switch etc. for security and 
network connectivity. 

 
4.1.6 Quantities of various types of hardware shall be decided by purchaser 

depending upon configuration of Primary Data Center & Disaster Recovery 
Center, numbers of users and reliability requirement of the proposed system.  
Normally one mail access server should be provided for 8,000 to 10,000 mail 
users.  

 
4.1.7 System & application software shall be loaded on different servers based on 

functions & functions proposed to be provided on mailing system. 
  
4.1.8 Numbers of licenses of software are to be decided by purchaser depending 

upon configuration of Primary Data Center, Disaster Recovery Center and 
number of email users.  

 
4.2 Zonal, Divisional & Other Locations:  
 
4.2.1 Router, firewall, L3/L2 switches may be provided at zonal, divisional & other 

locations based on requirement for integration of proposed centralized mailing 
system with existing WAN/LAN infrastructure at these locations. 

 
5.0 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
5.1  Servers Hardware Specification:  
 
5.1.1 Server having following technical specifications shall normally be used as 

Directory server (Client Data Server), DNS Server, Mailbox Administration 
Server, Anti-Virus Server, SMTP Server & Information Right Management 
Server (if being provided).  

 
SN.  Items  Specification 

5.1.1.1 Processor  Quad Core 64 bit Intel Xeon processor working at 2.66 
GHz or better/ an equivalent processor as per industry 
standard processor benchmark. CPU should support 
virtualization (Intel VT-x, or AMD-V). Each server 
should be equipped with 2 processors.  

5.1.1.2 Memory required 16 GB DDR3 at 1066 MHz or better.   

5.1.1.3 Storage  2 numbers of internal 300GB Hot Plug SAS hard drives 
at 10K RPM. 

5.1.1.4 RAID Controller Hardware Raid Controller with Raid 1, 0.  

5.1.1.5  I/O  Server should be equipped with 4 numbers of Gigabit 
NIC ports.  Server should also have at least two free 
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PCIe slots. 

5.1.1.6 Remote 
Management 

Server should have the capability of being entirely 
managed remotely. 

5.1.1.7 OS support Windows server 2003/2008, Red Hat Linux, SUSE 
Linux  etc. 

5.1.1.8 Optical Drive Server should be equipped with DVD ROM drive 
5.1.1.9 Remote 

Management 
Integrated remote management of rack server  with : 
1. Graphical Remote Console 
2. Remote Serial Console  
3. OS independent hardware health status 

5.1.1.10 Industry Standard 
Compliance 

USB 2.0 Support 

5.1.1.11 Hardware 
Management 
Software 

Unified System Management software with data 
management and web based interface with: 
System Management 
Power Management  

5.1.1.12 Local ports  2 USB ports  
5.1.1.13 Redundancy Hot plug redundant power supplies 
5.1.1.14 Cooling Fan Redundant cooling fan 
5.1.1.15 Mounting  Rack mountable and should not be more than 2U. 
 
5.1.2 Server having following technical specifications shall normally be used as Mail 

Access Server. .  
 
SN.  Items  Specification 

5.1.2.1 Processor  Quad Core 64 bit Intel Xeon processor working at 2.66 
GHz or better/ an equivalent processor as per industry 
standard processor benchmark. CPU should support 
virtualization (Intel VT-x, or AMD-V). Each server 
should be equipped with 2 processors.  

5.1.2.2 Memory required 48 GB DDR3 at 1066 MHz or better.   

5.1.2.3 Storage  2 numbers of internal 300GB Hot Plug SAS hard drives 
at 10K RPM. 

5.1.2.4 RAID Controller Hardware Raid Controller with Raid 1, 0.  

5.1.2.5  I/O  Server should be equipped with 4 numbers of Gigabit 
NIC ports.  Server should also have at least two free 
PCIe slots. 

5.1.2.6 Remote 
Management 

Server should have the capability of being entirely 
managed remotely. 

5.1.2.7 OS support Windows server 2003/2008, Red Hat Linux, SUSE 
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Linux  etc. 

5.1.2.8 Optical Drive Server should be equipped with DVD ROM drive 
5.1.2.9 Remote 

Management 
Integrated remote management of rack server  with : 
1.     Graphical Remote Console 
2.     Remote Serial Console  
3.     OS independent hardware health status 

5.1.2.10 Industry Standard 
Compliance 

USB 2.0 Support 

5.1.2.11 Hardware 
Management 
Software 

Unified System Management software with data 
management and web based interface with: 
System Management 
Power Management  

5.1.2.12 Local ports  2 USB ports  
5.1.2.13 Redundancy Hot plug redundant power supplies 
5.1.2.14 Cooling Fan Redundant cooling fan 
5.1.2.15 Mounting  Rack mountable and should not be more than 2U. 
 
5.1.3 Server having following technical specifications shall normally be used as 

Mailbox Server.   
 
SN.  Items  Specification 

5.1.3.1 Processor  Quad Core 64 bit Intel Xeon processor working at 1.86 
GHz or better/ an equivalent processor as per industry 
standard processor benchmark. CPU should support 
virtualization (Intel VT-x, or AMD-V). Each server 
should be equipped with 4 processors.  

5.1.3.2 Memory required 96 GB DDR3 at 1066 MHz or better.   

5.1.3.3 Storage  2 numbers of internal 300GB Hot Plug SAS hard drives 
at 10K RPM. 

5.1.3.4 RAID Controller Hardware Raid Controller with Raid 1, 0.  

5.1.3.5  I/O  Server should be equipped with 4 numbers of Gigabit 
NIC ports and 2 nos. of single port FC HBA.  Server 
should also have at least two free PCIe slots. 

5.1.3.6 Remote 
Management 

Server should have the capability of being entirely 
managed remotely. 

5.1.3.7 OS support Windows server 2003/2008, Red Hat Linux, SUSE 
Linux  etc. 

5.1.3.8 Optical Drive Server should be equipped with DVD ROM drive 
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5.1.3.9 Remote 

Management 
Integrated remote management of rack server  with : 
1. Graphical Remote Console 
2. Remote Serial Console  
3. OS independent hardware health status 

5.1.3.10 Industry Standard 
Compliance 

USB 2.0 Support 

5.1.3.11 Hardware 
Management 
Software 

Unified System Management software with data 
management and web based interface with: 
System Management 
Power Management  

5.1.3.12 Local ports  2 USB ports  
5.1.3.13 Redundancy Hot plug redundant power supplies 
5.1.3.14 Cooling Fan Redundant cooling fan 
5.1.3.15 Mounting  Rack mountable and should not be more than 4U. 
 
5.1.4 Enterprise Management & Network Monitoring Server and System Backup 

Management Server (if being provided) shall be as per technical specifications 
mentioned in Clause No. 5.1.1. However, these servers shall be equipped with 
2 nos. of single port FC HBA. 

5.2 SAN (Storage Area Network) Storage Array:  

5.2.1 SAN Storage Array at Primary Data Center and Disaster Recovery Center shall 
have following specifications. Replication should be provided to replicate the 
entire capacity from DC to DR site.  

 
SN.  Items  Specification 
5.2.1.1 Operating 

System & 
Clustering 
Support 

The storage array should support industry-leading 
Operating System platforms including Windows 
Server 2003/2008 (Enterprise Edition, Sun Solaris, 
HP-UX, IBM-AIX, Linux, Novell NetWare etc.). 
Storage device shall support all these operating 
systems in clustering. 

5.2.1.2 Capacity & 
Scalability 

The storage array should be configured to 60 TB 
usable in RAID 1+0 using minimum 600 GB FC 15K 
RPM Drives or as specified by purchaser based on 
requirement.   

5.2.1.3 Processing 
Power 

Controllers shall be based on latest technology to 
ensure that there is no bottleneck for IO 
communication. 

5.2.1.4 Architecture & 
Processing 
Power 

The storage array should be equipped with dual, 
redundant, hot-pluggable, active-active array 
controllers. 
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5.2.1.5 No Single point of 

Failure 
Storage Array shall be configurable in a no single 
point of configuration including Array Controller card, 
Cache memory, FAN, Power supply etc. 

5.2.1.6 Disk Drive 
Support 

Storage array should support intermixing of FC, 
SSD & SATA disks of various capacities & speeds in 
the same drive enclosure.   

5.2.1.7 Cache a.     The storage array shall  be configured with at 
least 32 GB cache across dual controllers.  

b.     Cache shall be mirrored using dedicated PCI-
express bus and shall not use disk data path. 

c.     Cache shall be dynamically managed for read 
and write operations.  

d.   Cache shall have dynamic management of 
Cache block size. 

5.2.1.8 Raid Support Storage Subsystem shall support Raid 0, 1, 1+0, 5 & 
6. 

5.2.1.9 Data Protection  In case of power failure, storage array shall be able 
to hold data in the cache for at-least 72 hours of 
time or destage to disk drives. It shall ensure that in 
case of de-staging, dual redundant standby power 
supplies are configured. 

5.2.1.10 Host Ports & 
Back-end Ports 

The storage array should be configured with 
minimum 8 X 8 Gbps FC, 4 X 1 Gbps iSCSI  front 
end host ports & minimum 16 X 4 Gbps back end 
disk ports spread across dual controllers.  

5.2.1.11 Global Hot Spare a.    Storage Array shall support distributed global 
hot spare for disk drives. 

b.   At least 1 Global hot spare drive shall be 
configured for every 30 drives.  

5.2.1.12 Performance a.     It should support at least 1,75,000 IOPS (Input/ 
Output Operations per Second) from Cache. 

b.    It shall have capability to use more than 30 
drives per array group or RAID group for better 
performance. 

c.   It shall support more than 700MB/sec sequential 
throughput as per SPC or independent 
benchmark party. 

5.2.1.13 Load Balancing & 
Multi-path  

Multi-path and load balancing software shall be 
provided, if OEM does not support MPIO 
functionality of operating system.  

5.2.1.14 Maintenance  Storage shall support online non-disruptive firmware 
upgrade for both Controller and disk drives.  
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5.2.1.15 Volume Copy a.     It shall support snapshot.  

b.    It shall support at least 8 volume copy of a 
given production volume. 

c.   It shall be able to create volume copy on 
different raid set as compared to production 
volume. 

d.    It shall be able to create clone operation on 
SATA / FATA drives. 

5.2.1.16 Storage Array 
Configuration & 
Management 
Software 

a.    Storage array configuration and management 
software shall be provided.  

b.    Software shall be able to manage more than 
one array of same family. 

 
5.2.1.17 Performance 

Monitoring 
Performance Monitoring software for full Capacity 
shall be provided. Necessary Management software 
to be provided along with the storage system. The 
storage array should be provided with software for 
dynamic LUN (Logical Unit Number) creation, 
expansion, RAID migration & encryption of LUN's to 
prevent unauthorized access. 

5.2.1.18 Remote 
Replication 
 

a. The storage should be provided with point in 
time copying and cloning software for local and 
remote site. The software has to be configured 
for the full capacity of the storage. It should also 
support replication of incremental changes. 

b.   It should support storage level replication. The 
storage system shall support both synchronous 
and asynchronous level replication at controller 
level. 

b.    It shall support replication across all models of 
the offered family. 

c. DR solution shall support synchronous replication 
for at-least 100 Km over dark fiber or equivalent 
technologies. 

d. DR software shall support replication 
configurations such as unidirectional, 
bidirectional, one-to-one and one-to-many 
replication from production storage system to 
DR storage system(s). 

 
5.3 SAN Switch: 
 
5.3.1 Servers are to be populated with dual port HBA (Hot Bus Adapter) cards which 

are to be connected to the SAN switch as per software solution requirements.  
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5.3.2 SAN switch at Primary Data Center and Disaster Recovery Center shall have 

following specifications. 
 
SN.  Items  Specification 

5.3.2.1 
 

Ports a. SAN Switch shall have minimum 16 ports. 
b. SAN switch shall have 8 Gbps ports and 8 Gbps 

SFP modules for all the ports and shall be 
backward compatible with 1Gbps / 2Gbps /4Gbps 
technology. 

5.3.2.2 Bandwidth SAN Switch shall support aggregate bandwidth of 
minimum 128 Gigabit/ sec. 

5.3.2.3 Hot code activation SAN Switch shall support non disruptive hot code 
activation feature. 

5.3.2.4 
 

Redundancy a. Minimum 2 switches (or as specified by purchaser) 
shall be provided. 

b. SAN switch shall support dual redundant FAN and 
redundant power supplies. 

5.3.2.5 Other Features a.  SAN switch shall optionally support trunking when 
adding multiple switches in the same fabric. 

b.   It shall be supplied with Zoning software. 
c.   It shall be supplied with 15 meters LC-LC cables for 

all populated ports. 
 
5.4 Tape Library: 
  
5.4.1 Tape library shall have following specifications. 
 
SN.  Items  Specification 

5.4.1.1 
 

Capacity and 
Scalability 

a. Tape library shall support native data 
capacity of 100 TB (uncompressed).  

b.   It shall support minimum of four LTO4 (Linear 
Tape Open) FC tape drive scalable to six LTO4 
FC tape drives. Tape drive shall support 
encryption. 

c.   It shall be offered with at least 125 cartridge 
slots. 

5.4.1.2 Tape Drive 
Architecture 

LTO4 drive in the library shall conform to the 
continuous and data rate matching technique for 
higher reliability. 

5.4.1.3 Speed LTO4 drive shall support 120MB/sec in native mode 
and 240MB/sec in 2:1 compressed mode. 
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5.4.1.4 Connectivity Tape Library shall provide 4Gbps native FC 

connectivity to SAN switches. 
5.4.1.5 Partitioning Tape library shall have partitioning support so that 

each drive can be configured in a separate partition.

5.4.1.6 Management Tape Library shall provide web based remote 
management. 

5.4.1.7 
 

Barcode Reader 
and Mail slots 

Tape library shall support Barcode reader and at-
least 4 mail slots. 

5.4.1.8 Other Features a. Tape Library shall have GUI panel. 

b. It shall be rack mountable. 

c. It shall have option for redundant power supply. 
 
5.5 Router at Primary Data Center , Disaster Recovery Center:  
 
5.5.1 Routers at Primary Data Center & Disaster Recovery Center shall have 

following specifications. 
 
 SN. Specifications 

5.5.1.1 Router should have a modular architecture with state of art technology. 
5.5.1.2 There shall be no appreciable performance degradation when running 

advanced services such as stateful firewall, NAT, and IPSec. 

5.5.1.3 Router should have minimum 3 - 10/100/1000 onboard ports.  
5.5.1.4 Router should have at least 5 open slots for additional LAN/ WAN 

modules. 
5.5.1.5 Router should support large selection of modular LAN and WAN 

connectivity options including Gigabit Ethernet and Fast Ethernet, 
T1/E1, channelized T1/E1, serial, STM1, E3, ISDN physical interface 
modules. 

5.5.1.6 Router should have minimum memory (DRAM) of 1 GB. 

5.5.1.7 It should have USB port for external storage. 

5.5.1.8 The router should have a minimum performance of 1000 Kpps (64 
byte).  

5.5.1.9 The router should have hardware based a minimum 3DES  VPN 
performance of minimum 250 Mbps. 

5.5.1.10 Router should support Class-based queuing with prioritization. 
5.5.1.11 Routers should support Queuing based on VLAN, interface, or filters. 
5.5.1.12 Router should support marking, policing, and shaping packet for traffic 

management. 
5.5.1.13 Router should support WRED. 
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5.5.1.14 Router should support following protocols:  

IP version 4 &  IP Version 6 
5.5.1.15 Router should support following IPv4 routing features: 

VRRP, Static Routes, RIPv1 & RIPv2, OSPFv2, IS-IS, BGP, BGP Route 
Reflector, Policy Based Routing/ Filter Based Forwarding and Equal 
Cost Multipath (ECMP) routing 

5.5.1.16 Router should support following IPv6 routing features: 
OSPFv3, Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD), BGP and IPv4 tunneling 

5.5.1.17 
 

Router should support following IPv4 multicast features: 
IGMPv1, IGMPv2, IGMPv3, PIM & Source Specific Multicast (SSM) 

5.5.1.18 Router should support MPLS, Layer 2 VPN , Layer 3 VPN, LDP & 
RSVP features. 

5.5.1.19 Router should support following system management and 
administration features. 
Auto configuration, configuration rollback, rescue configuration, commit/ 
save for changes, auto record for diagnostics, software upgrades, 
SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 

5.5.1.20 Router should support AAA using RADIUS or TACACS.  
5.5.1.21 Router should support Packet Filters. 
5.5.1.22 Router should support Stateful Firewall. 
5.5.1.23 Router should support Network attack detection. 
5.5.1.24 Router should support DoS and DDoS protections (anomaly-based). 
5.5.1.25 Router should support Tunnels (GRE, IP-in-IP, IPSec). 
5.5.1.26 Router should support DES (56-bit), 3DES (168-bit), AES (256-bit) 

encryption. 
5.5.1.27 Router should support MD5 and SHA-1 authentication. 
5.5.1.28 Router should support prevention from repetitive attack. 
5.5.1.29 Router should support Stateful firewall filters. 
5.5.1.30 Router should support generation of SNMP traps and syslog based 

logs.  
5.5.1.31 Router should support Network address translation (NAT). 
5.5.1.32 Router should support 1+1 redundancy option for working in 

active/active or active/passive mode. 
5.5.1.33 Router should support configuration synchronization. 
5.5.1.34 Router should support VRRP. 
5.5.1.35 Router should support Session failover for routing change 
5.5.1.36 Router should support device failure detection. 
5.5.1.37 Router should support link failure detection. 
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5.6 Firewall at Primary Data Center and Disaster Recovery Center: 

5.6.1 Firewall at DC & DR shall have following specifications. 
 
SN.  Items  Specification 
5.6.1.1 Firewall Capabilities The Firewall should be an appliance based firewall. 
5.6.1.2 Firewall should be purpose built hardware and should 

not use any of the commercially available operating 
system.  

5.6.1.3 Firewall throughput should be with at least 5 Gbps.  
5.6.1.4 3DES VPN performance should be at least 1.5  Gbps. 
5.6.1.5 Firewall should support at least 5,00,000 concurrent 

sessions. 
5.6.1.6 Firewall should support at least 30,000 new sessions/ 

second. 
5.6.1.7 Firewall should have support for at least 1,000 

policies. 
5.6.1.8 Firewall should have at least twelve    numbers of 

10/100/1000 interfaces.  
5.6.1.9 Operational Modes Firewall should support Layer 2 (transparent) mode 

and Layer 3 mode. 
5.6.1.10 Firewall should support static NAT and PAT. 
5.6.1.11 Other Firewall 

Capabilities 
Firewall should support DoS (Denial of Service) and 
DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) protection on 
any/all interfaces. 

5.6.1.12 Firewall should provide TCP reassembly for 
fragmented packet protection. 

5.6.1.13 Firewall should be able to support at least 4000 
VLAN's. 

5.6.1.14 VPN Firewall should support at least  5000 Concurrent 
VPN tunnels. 

5.6.1.15 Firewall should be capable of dynamic routing on 
VPN. 

5.6.1.16 Firewall should support DES (56-bit), 3DES (168-bit) 
and AES encryption. 

5.6.1.17 Firewall should support MD-5 and SHA-1 
authentication. 

5.6.1.18 Firewall should support client based IPSec VPN 
tunnels. 

5.6.1.19 Firewall should be able to prevent against replay 
attacks. 

5.6.1.20 Firewall should support IPSec NAT traversal. 
5.6.1.21 Routing It should support dynamic routing protocols like 

OSPF, BGP and RIP. 
5.6.1.22 It should support at least  64 instances if OSPF.  
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5.6.1.23 It should support at least 64 instances if BGP.  
5.6.1.24 It should support static routing with at least 20,000 

static routes. 
5.6.1.25 It should support Multicast with features like RPF, 

IGMP and PIM. 
5.6.1.26 It should support multicast inside IPSec tunnel. 
5.6.1.27 High Availability Firewall should support Active/Passive high 

availability. 
5.6.1.28 Firewall should support Active/Active high availability. 
5.6.1.29 Firewall should support stateful failover of firewall and 

VPN sessions. 
5.6.1.30 Firewall should support authentication for HA 

members. 
5.6.1.31 User Authentication Firewall should support internal user databases for 

user authentication. 
5.6.1.32 3rd party user authentication RADIUS, RSA SecurID, 

and LDAP 
5.6.1.33 Firewall 

Management 
Firewall should support web based (HTTP and 
HTTPS) configuration and management. 

5.6.1.34 Firewall should support command line Interface using 
console, Telnet and SSH. 

5.6.1.35 It should be managed using a centralized 
management system. 

5.6.1.36 Logging It should support Syslog server logging. 
5.6.1.37 It should support notification through email.  
5.6.1.38 It should be able to integrate with third party logging 

servers like NetIQ, WebTrends. 
5.6.1.39 PKI Support PKI Certificate requests (PKCS 7 and PKCS 10) 
5.6.1.40 Certificate 

Authorities Support  
Firewall should support certificate authorities of 
VeriSign, Microsoft, RSA Keon etc..  

5.6.1.41 Administration Firewall should support multilevel administration 
privilege. 

5.6.1.42 Firewall should support software upgrades using 
TFTP and web interface. 

5.6.1.43 It should support configuration rollback. 
 
5.7 Network Intrusion Prevention System at Primary Data Center and Disaster 

Recovery Center:  

5.7.1 Network Intrusion Prevention System (NIPS) at DC & DR shall have following 
specifications. 

 
SN.  Items  Specification 
5.7.1.1 General 

Requirements 
IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems) should detect and 
actively prevent attacks in real-time and should be 
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placed in inline/passive mode scanning bidirectional 
traffic. 

5.7.1.2 System should be rack mountable. 
5.7.1.3 It should support flexibility of placement of sensors or 

agents should be placed. 
5.7.1.4 NIPS should be a dedicated appliance.  
5.7.1.5 It shall be possible to configure the system to run in 

“detection” mode or “prevention” mode. A wide range of 
response options from logging shall be supported. 

5.7.1.6 NIPS shall support flexible fail-over. It shall be possible 
to configure “fail-open” and "fail-closed" modes of fail-
over. 

5.7.1.7 NIPS should support Active/Passive and Active/Active 
mode.   

5.7.1.8 NIPS shall support signature based as well as anomaly 
based analysis and prevention. 

5.7.1.9 NIPS shall support stateful protocol analysis and misuse 
detection. The protocol analysis should be for more than 
100 protocols and should also include the common 
protocols.   

5.7.1.10 NIPS shall support easy updating of signatures to 
remain current with latest attacks. Run time signature 
updates - i.e. updating new signatures on the fly shall be 
supported. 

5.7.1.11 It should support 2Gbps throughput in NIPS mode and 
2Gbps throughput in the NIDS mode for all kinds of 
traffic.  

5.7.1.12 It should be equipped with 8 Nos. of 10/100/1000 Mbps 
Gigabit Ethernet ports. 

5.7.1.13 Attack Detection 
Requirements 

It shall support detection of a wide range of attacks with 
a support of more than 1000 attack signatures. The 
attack signatures should be vulnerability based and not 
exploit based. 

5.7.1.14 Attacks shall be recognized via stateful signatures, 
traffic anomaly detection and protocol anomaly 
detection. 

5.7.1.15 It shall have the capability to analyze a variety of 
application layer protocols such as Dynamic Hose 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP), DNS, Finger, FTP, 
HTTP, Internet Message Access Protocol (POP), 
rlogin/rsh, Block (SMB), SMTP, SNMP, Telnet, and 
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), as well as 
database protocols, instant messaging applications, and 
peer-to-peer file sharing software. 

5.7.1.16 It shall be able to detect port scanning, unusual packet 
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fragmentation, SYN floods, worms, etc. for common and 
frequently analyzed transport layer protocols such as 
TCP and UDP.  

5.7.1.17 It should have support for frequently analyzed network 
layer protocols such as IPv4, ICMP, and IGMP. It should 
also provide support for IPv6. 

5.7.1.18 It shall detect backdoors, hosts running unauthorized 
application services and determine if the activity in a 
connection is consistent with the expected application 
protocol and protection against Brut Force, HTTP Page 
Floods etc. 

5.7.1.19 It shall detect security policy violations such as use of 
inappropriate Web site and use of forbidden application 
protocols. 

5.7.1.20 Real-time analysis and periodic analysis of detected 
events shall be supported. 

5.7.1.21 It should allow the hybrid attack detection.  
5.7.1.22 It should allow writing the signatures using the open 

standards NIPS like SNORT. 
5.7.1.23 Accuracy The accuracy of attack detection shall be very high. 
5.7.1.24 It shall be possible to adjust and tune the product’s 

sensitivity manually to compensate for high false 
positive or false negative ratios. 

5.7.1.25 It should support the customization & creation of the 
signatures to white-list specific codes to pass through in 
order to support the legacy applications.  

5.7.1.26 NIPS should support blacklists for hosts, TCP or UDP 
port numbers, ICMP types and codes, applications, 
usernames, URLs, filenames, or file extensions, that 
have been previously determined to be associated with 
malicious activity. 

5.7.1.27 Dynamic blacklists shall be supported so as to 
temporarily block recently detected threats (e.g., activity 
from an attacker's IP address). 

5.7.1.28 It should support white lists to reduce or ignore false 
positives involving known benign activity from trusted 
hosts. 

5.7.1.29 It should accept the vulnerability scan information from 
the scanners, like Nessus or other vulnerability 
assessment tools and have the ability to co-relate the 
vulnerability and threat information. 

5.7.1.30 It should use this vulnerability scanner information to 
offer the vulnerability based detection of attacks to 
reduce the false positives against the protected hosts. 

5.7.1.31 Every Signature should have an option for the 
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‘Confidence Index’ or ‘Risk Rating’ to reduce the false 
alarms. 

5.7.1.32 Attack Prevention 
& Response 

Prevention capability shall be configurable by 
administrator. This includes enabling or disabling 
prevention, as well as specifying which prevention 
capability should be used. 

5.7.1.33 It shall protect from packet storms, flood attacks using 
rate detection and limiting. 

5.7.1.34 It shall collect additional information about source of 
attack, localize source of attack. 

5.7.1.35 It shall send notifications in the form of Session Packet 
Log, Session Summary, Email, & SNMP. 

5.7.1.36 It should send the necessary logs to generate 
comprehensive reports from the Management Station 

5.7.1.37 Alerts shall be generated in response to attacks. 
Generation of alerts shall be users configurable to: 
toggle alerts on or off, suppress alerts, set a default 
priority or severity level and logging of information and 
notification methods as specified by user. 

5.7.1.38 Attack 
Resistance 

It shall be difficult for an intruder to detect the NIPS and 
it should be able to defend itself against evasive attacks. 

5.7.1.39 NIPS processes shall be hardened so as to be resistant 
to attacks especially DOS/DDOS attacks.  

5.7.1.40 NIPS host & OS shall be hardened and difficult to attack 
or subvert. 

5.7.1.41 NIPS shall be resistant to evasion and protection from 
anti-NIPS techniques.  

5.7.1.42 It shall provide defense against shell code. 
5.7.1.43 It shall offer features to make system resistant to failure 

due to attack. 
5.7.1.44 Security Events 

Logging & 
Management 
Requirements 

NIPS logs shall provide adequate evidence of a 
detected attack including the capture of raw packet data.

5.7.1.45 In order to confirm the validity of alerts, to investigate 
incidents, and to correlate events between the NIPS and 
other logging sources, the NIPS shall support 
comprehensive logging capability.  

5.7.1.46 Data fields of any NIPS event logged shall include the 
following.  
• Timestamp (usually date and time) 
• Connection or session ID 
• Event or alert type  
• Rating (e.g., priority, severity, impact, confidence) 
• Network, transport, and application layer protocols 
• Source and destination IP addresses 
• Source and destination TCP or UDP ports, or ICMP 
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types and codes 

• Number of bytes transmitted over the connection 
• Decoded payload data, such as application 

requests and responses 
• Prevention action performed (if any). 

5.7.1.47 It should support extensive log database or syslog 
facility. 

5.7.1.48 It shall integrate with existing network with minimum 
changes to network topology. 

5.7.1.49 It shall be possible to customize the pool of data to be 
analyzed for intrusions. 

5.7.1.50 Real-time monitoring should have customizable views, 
like real time charts, 3D graphs, and intuitive monitoring 
views for specific critical hosts (if required). 

5.7.1.51 It should also support real-time & historical reports of the 
security events. 

5.7.1.52 It should support report generation based on user 
configured parameters. 

5.7.1.53 It should support the advanced log management 
features (log aggregation, log threshold, log suppression 
etc. 

5.7.1.54 It should provide the audit trail of administrative actions 
to be supported. 

5.7.1.55 It should support automated downloads of new filters 
and automated distribution of filters to individual NIPS 
sensors. 

5.7.1.56 Loading of NIPS filters & signature updates should not 
affect the normal service.  

5.7.1.57 List of reports should have (but not limited to) following: 
• Real time traffic statistics (both graphical and 

text) 
• Attacks and threat reports, etc. 
• Customized reports on HTML and CSV format 

 
 
5.8 Core Switch at Primary Data Center and Disaster Recovery Center: 
 
5.8.1 Core Layer 3 switches are to be provided at Primary Data Center and Disaster 

Recovery Center. 
 
5.8.2 Core  L3 switch shall have following specifications. 
 

SN.  Items  Specification 

5.8.2.1 Architecture Core switch shall be chassis based Layer 3 switch with full 
redundancy for power supply inside the chassis.  
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5.8.2.2 It shall support 1000 Base - SX, LX, LH and 100Base-FX 

Mini-GBICs. 
5.8.2.3 The switch shall be equipped with 4 x 48 ports 

10/100/1000 base TX interface cards. It should support 10 
Gbps connectivity. 
It should be equipped with one supervisory engine.  
 

5. 8.2.4 Core switch should support active/active configuration. 
5. 8.2.5 It shall support minimum 600 Gbps switching fabric.  
5. 8.2.6 Switching throughput shall be minimum 350 million pps. 
5. 8.2.7 MAC Address table size of minimum 12,000 entries. 
5. 8.2.8 The chassis should have minimum 6 service slots.  
5. 8.2.9 The switch should be 19” rack mountable. 
5.8.2.10 Resiliency and 

high availability 
Switch shall support IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation 
Control Protocol (LACP) with up to 8 links (ports) per trunk. 

5.8.2.11 It shall support IEEE 802.1s Multiple Spanning Tree 
Protocol and provide legacy support for IEEE 802.1d STP 
and IEEE 802.1w RSTP. 

5.8.2.12 It shall have dual-flash images for redundant switch 
software images (optional).  

5.8.2.13 L2 & L3 
Features 

It shall support IEEE 802.1Q (4,096 VLAN IDs) and 4000 
active VLANs simultaneously. 

5.8.2.14 It shall support GARP VLAN Registration Protocol allowing 
automatic learning and dynamic assignment of VLANs. 

5.8.2.15 It shall support 64 byte packet on Gigabit and 10-Gigabit 
ports. 

5.8.2.16 It shall support Static IP routing, RIP v1/v2, BGPv4 routing 
protocols. 

5.8.2.17 It shall be IPv6 capable supporting IPv6 host, Dual stack 
(IPv4/IPv6) and MLD snooping. 

5.8.2.18 Security It shall support Port security and MAC address lockout. 

5.8.2.19 It shall support Access Control Lists (ACLs) to provide IP 
Layer 3 filtering based on source/destination IP 
address/subnet and source/destination TCP/UDP port 
number. 

5.8.2.20 It shall support IEEE 802.1X user authentication, Web-
based authentication and MAC-based authentication. 

5.8.2.21 It shall support multiple IEEE 802.1X users per port up to 
eight IEEE 802.1X users per port. 
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5.8.2.22 It shall support Dynamic ARP protection to block ARP 

broadcasts from unauthorized hosts, preventing 
eavesdropping or theft of network data. 

5.8.2.23 It shall support DHCP protection to block DHCP packets 
from unauthorized DHCP servers, preventing denial-of-
service attacks. 

5.8.2.24 It shall support STP BPDU protection preventing forged 
BPDU attacks. 

5.8.2.25 It shall support Secure FTP/TFTP for secure file transfer 
to/from the switch. 

5.8.2.26 It shall support Source Port Filtering allowing only specified 
ports to communicate with each other. 

5.8.2.27 It shall support TACACS+ or RADIUS authentication for 
secure switch CLI logon. 

5.8.2.28 It shall support SSHv2 and SSL allowing secure access to 
the switch. 

5.8.2.29 It shall support UDLD (Uni-Directional Link Detection) or 
equivalent. 

5.8.2.30 Convergence & 
Quality Of 
Service 

It shall support IP multicast Snooping (data-driven IGMP). 

5.8.2.31 It shall support IEEE 802.1AB Link Layer Discovery 
Protocol (LLDP).  

5.8.2.32 It shall support LLDP-MED (Media Endpoint Discovery) to 
automatically configure QoS/VLAN to network devices 
such as IP phones.  

5.8.2.33 It shall support IEEE 802.1p traffic prioritization allowing 
real-time traffic classification into 8 priority queues. 

5.8.2.34 It shall be able to set the IEEE 802.1p priority tag based on 
IP address, IP Type of Service (ToS), L3 protocol, 
TCP/UDP port number, source port, and DiffServ. 

5.8.2.35 It shall support Layer 4 prioritization enabling prioritization 
based on TCP/UDP port numbers. 

5.8.2.36 It shall support per-port broadcast throttling to selectively 
configure broadcast control on heavy traffic port uplinks. 

5.8.2.37 It shall support per-port rate limiting setting ingress 
enforced.  

5.8.2.38 Manageability It shall support sFlow and extended RMON for traffic 
monitoring. 

5.8.2.39 It shall support port mirroring. 
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5.8.2.40 It shall support command authorization leveraging RADIUS 

to link a custom list of CLI commands to individual network 
administrator’s login. 

5.8.2.41 It shall support multiple configuration files.  

 
5.9 Router at Other Locations: 
 
5.9.1 Router may be provided at other locations based on requirement. Router shall 

have following specifications. 
 
 SN. Specifications 

5.9.1.1 Router should have a modular architecture with state of art technology. 
5.9.1.2 There shall be no appreciable performance degradation when running 

advanced services such as stateful firewall, NAT, and IPSec. 

5.9.1.3 Router should have minimum 2 - 10/100/1000 onboard ports.  
5.9.1.4 Router should have at least 3 open slots for additional LAN/ WAN modules.
5.9.1.5 Router should support large selection of modular LAN and WAN 

connectivity options including Gigabit Ethernet and Fast Ethernet, T1/E1, 
channelized T1/E1, serial, ISDN physical interface modules. 

5.9.1.6 Router should have minimum memory (DRAM) of 256 MB. 

5.9.1.7 It should have USB port for external storage. 

5.9.1.8 The router should have a minimum performance of 300 Kpps (64 byte).  
5.9.1.9 The router should have hardware based a minimum 3DES  VPN 

performance of minimum 150 Mbps. 
5.9.1.10 Router should support Class-based queuing with prioritization. 
5.9.1.11 Router should support Queuing based on VLAN, interface, or filters. 
5.9.1.12 Router should support marking, policing, and shaping packet for traffic 

management 
5.9.1.13 Router should support WRED. 
5.9.1.14 Router should support IP version 4 & IP Version 6. 
5.9.1.15 Router should support following IPv4 routing features: 

VRRP, Static Routes, RIPv1 & RIPv2, OSPFv2, IS-IS, BGP, BGP Route 
Reflector, Policy Based Routing / Filter Based Forwarding and Equal Cost 
Multipath (ECMP) routing.  
Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) routing should be supported. 

5.9.1.16 Router should support following IPv6 routing features: 
OSPFv3, Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD), BGP and IPv4 tunneling 

5.9.1.17 
 

Router should support following IPv4 multicast features: 
IGMPv1, IGMPv1v2, IGMPv1v3, PIM and Source Specific Multicast (SSM) 
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5.9.1.18 Router should support MPLS, Layer 2 VPN, Layer 3 VPN, LDP & RSVP 

features. 
5.9.1.19 Routers should support following system management and administration 

features: 
Auto configuration, configuration rollback, rescue configuration, commit/ 
save for changes, auto record for diagnostics, software upgrades, SNMPv2 
and SNMPv3. 

5.9.1.20 Router should support AAA using RADIUS or TACACS.  
5.9.1.21 Router should support Packet Filters. 
5.9.1.22 Router should support Stateful Firewall. 
5.9.1.23 Router should support Network attack detection. 
5.9.1.24 Router should support DoS and DDoS protections (anomaly-based). 
5.9.1.25 Routers should support Tunnels (GRE, IP-in-IP, IPSec). 
5.9.1.26 Router should support DES (56-bit), 3DES (168-bit), AES (256-bit) 

encryption. 
5.9.1.27 Router should support MD5 and SHA-1 authentication. 
5.9.1.28 Router should support prevention from repetitive attack. 
5.9.1.29 Router should support Stateful firewall filters. 
5.9.1.30 Routers should support generation of SNMP traps and syslog based logs.  
5.9.1.31 Router should support Network address translation (NAT). 
5.9.1.32 Router should support 1+1 redundancy option for working in active/active 

or active/passive mode. 
5.9.1.33 Router should support configuration synchronization. 
5.9.1.34 Router should support VRRP. 
5.9.1.35 Router should support session failover for routing change. 
5.9.1.36 Router should support device failure detection. 
5.9.1.37 Router should support link failure detection. 

 
5.10 Firewall at Other Locations: 
 
5.10.1 Firewall at various locations on Indian Railways other than Data Center & 

Disaster Recovery Center, if required, shall be provided as per 
requirement.  

 
5.10.2 Firewall at other locations shall be based on generic server platform for 

hardware and software for firewall features. 
 
5.10.3 Server for firewall shall be as per server hardware specification indicated 

under Clause No. 5.1.1 of this specification. 
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5.10.4 The software of firewall shall have the following specifications: 
 
5.10.4.1  The firewall should be state-full. 
 
5.10.4.2 It should be possible to filter both UDP and TCP traffic based on (i). Source 

IP; (ii). Destination IP; (iii). IP protocol; (iv). Source port; and (v).  
Destination protocol. 

 
5.10.4.3 It should be possible to limit simultaneous connections on a per rule basis. 
 
5.10.4.4 The firewall should do normalization of all packets that pass through it so 

that there are no ambiguities in packet interpretation at the ultimate 
destination. 

 
5.10.4.5 The firewall shall also reassemble fragmented packets protecting clients 

from attack that make use of packet fragmentation. 
 
5.10.4.6 Option for logging or not logging traffic matching each rule should be 

available.  
 
5.10.4.7 It should be possible to specify gateways on a per rule basis. 
  
5.10.4.8 The firewall should drop packets with invalid TCP flags. 
 
5.10.4.9  It should be possible to limit the number of states per host. 
 
5.10.4.10 It should be possible to limit new connections per second for each filter 

rule.  
 
5.10.4.11  It should be possible to schedule a firewall filter rule.  
 
5.10.4.12 It should be possible to disable a filter rule without deleting it. 
 
5.10.4.13 NAT (Network Address Translation) & PAT (Port Address Translation) 

should be available. 
 
5.10.4.14 It should be possible to do port forwarding including range of ports. 
 
5.10.4.15 It should be possible to NAT all outbound traffic to the WAN IP. 
 
5.10.4.16 The firewall should support 1+1 redundancy so that if one of the firewall 

fails, the other takes over. It should be possible to synchronize the 
configurations between the active and backup firewall. However, redundant 
firewall should be provided, if specified by purchaser. 
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5.10.4.17 In case of redundant firewall, the states table should also be replicated in a 

1+1 redundant configuration so that there is no network disruption when a 
failover occurs. 

 
5.10.4.18 IP Sec should be supported by the firewall so that an IP Sec VPN can be 

set up using the firewall. 
 
5.10.4.19 The firewall should maintain statistics about the firewall working. 
 
5.10.4.20 The firewall should be able to generate different types of graphical report 

and should contain different template such as top attacks, top destination 
IP, top source IP etc.  

 
5.10.4.21 It should work as a DHCP server as well as a DHCP relay.  
     
5.10.4.22 It should be possible to prioritize traffic on the firewall so as to provide QoS 

for various applications working on the LAN.  
 
5.11 L3 Switch at various Locations: 
 
5.11.1 24 ports 10/100/1000 L3 switches, if required, should be provided at various 

locations as per requirements. 
 
5.11.2 24 ports 10/100/1000 L3 switch shall have following specifications. 
 

SN.  Items  Specification 

5.11.2.1 Architecture The switch shall have 24 10/100/1000 Base T ports.  

5.11.2.2 It shall support 1000 Base - SX, LX, LH and 100Base-
FX Mini-GBICs. 

5.11.2.3 It should support at least 2 x 10 Gbps connectivity. 
5. 11.2.4 It shall support minimum 108 Gbps switching fabric.  
5. 11.2.5 Switching throughput shall be minimum 93 million pps. 
5. 11.2.6 MAC Address table size of minimum 12,000 entries. 
5. 11.2.7 The switch should be of height of 1U. 
5. 11.2.8 The switch should be 19” rack mountable. 
5. 11.2.9 Resiliency and 

high availability 
Switch shall support IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation 
Control Protocol (LACP) with up to 8 links (ports) per 
trunk. 

5. 11.2.10 It shall support IEEE 802.1s Multiple Spanning Tree 
Protocol and provide legacy support for IEEE 802.1d 
STP and IEEE 802.1w RSTP. 

5. 11.2.11 It shall have dual-flash images for redundant switch 
software images (optional).  
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5. 11.2.12 L2 & L3 Features It shall support IEEE 802.1Q (4,096 VLAN IDs) and 

1000 VLANs simultaneously. 
5. 11.2.13 It shall support GARP VLAN Registration Protocol 

allowing automatic learning and dynamic assignment 
of VLANs. 

5. 11.2.14 It shall support 64 byte packet on Gigabit and 10-
Gigabit ports. 

5. 11.2.15 It shall support Static IP routing, RIP v1/v2, OSPF V3, 
BGP V4 routing protocols. 

5. 11.2.16 It shall be IPv6 capable supporting IPv6 host, Dual 
stack (IPv4/IPv6) and MLD snooping. 

5. 11.2.17 Security It shall support Port security and MAC address lockout. 
5. 11.2.18 It shall support Access Control Lists (ACLs) to provide 

IP Layer 3 filtering based on source/destination IP 
address/subnet and source/destination TCP/UDP port 
number. 

5. 11.2.19 It shall support IEEE 802.1X user authentication, Web-
based authentication and MAC-based authentication. 

5. 11.2.20 It shall support multiple IEEE 802.1X users per port up 
to eight IEEE 802.1X users per port. 

5. 11.2.21 It shall support Dynamic ARP protection to block ARP 
broadcasts from unauthorized hosts, preventing 
eavesdropping or theft of network data. 

5. 11.2.22 It shall support DHCP protection to block DHCP 
packets from unauthorized DHCP servers, preventing 
denial-of-service attacks. 

5. 11.2.23 It shall support STP BPDU protection preventing 
forged BPDU attacks. 

5. 11.2.24 It shall support Secure FTP/TFTP for secure file 
transfer to/from the switch. 

5. 11.2.25 It shall support Source Port Filtering allowing only 
specified ports to communicate with each other. 

5. 11.2.26 It shall support TACACS+ and RADIUS authentication 
for secure switch CLI logon. 

5. 11.2.27 It shall support SSHv2 and SSL allowing secure 
access to the switch. 

5. 11.2.28 It shall support UDLD (Uni-Directional Link Detection) 
or equivalent. 

5. 11.2.29 Convergence & 
Quality Of 

It shall support IP multicast Snooping (data-driven 
IGMP). 
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5. 11.2.30 Service It shall support IEEE 802.1AB Link Layer Discovery 

Protocol (LLDP).  
5. 11.2.31 It shall support LLDP-MED (Media Endpoint Discovery) 

to automatically configure QoS/VLAN to network 
devices such as IP phones.  

5. 11.2.32 It shall support IEEE 802.1p traffic prioritization 
allowing real-time traffic classification into 8 priority 
levels mapped to 4 queues. 

5. 11.2.33 It shall be able to set the IEEE 802.1p priority tag 
based on IP address, IP Type of Service (ToS), L3 
protocol, TCP/UDP port number, source port, and 
DiffServ. 

5. 11.2.34 It shall support Layer 4 prioritization enabling 
prioritization based on TCP/UDP port numbers. 

5. 11.2.35 It shall support per-port broadcast throttling to 
selectively configure broadcast control on heavy traffic 
port uplinks. 

5. 11.2.36 It shall support per-port rate limiting setting ingress 
enforced.  

5. 11.2.37 Manageability It shall support sFlow and extended RMON for traffic 
monitoring. 

5. 11.2.38 It shall support port mirroring. 
5. 11.2.39 It shall support command authorization leveraging 

RADIUS to link a custom list of CLI commands to 
individual network administrator’s login. 

5. 11.2.40 It shall support multiple configuration files.  

 
5.12 48 Ports 10/100/1000 L2 Switch: 
 
5.12.1 48 ports 10/100/1000 L2 switches, if required, should be provided at various 

locations as per requirements. 
 
5.12.2 48 ports 10/100/1000 L2 switch shall have following specifications. 
 

SN.  Items  Specification 

5.12.2.1 Architecture The switch shall have 48 10/100/1000 Base T. It 
should support at least 2 x 10 Gbps connectivity.  

5.12.2.2 The switch shall support 1000 Base-SX, LX, LH and 
100Base-FX Mini-GBICs.  

5.12.2.3 The switch should be of height of 1U. 
5. 12.2.4 It shall support minimum 136 Gbps switching capacity.  
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5. 12.2.5 Switching throughput shall be minimum 95million pps. 
5. 12.2.6 MAC Address table size of 8000 entries. 
5. 12.2.7 All the switch ports shall offer non-blocking, wire speed 

performance. 

5. 12.2.8 The switch should be 19” rack mountable. 
5. 12.2.9 Resiliency and 

high availability 
It shall support IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation Control 
Protocol (LACP) with up to 8 links (ports) per trunk. 

5. 12.2.10 It shall support IEEE 802.1s Multiple Spanning Tree 
Protocol and provide legacy support for IEEE 802.1d 
STP and IEEE 802.1w RSTP and static routes. 

5. 12.2.11 It shall have dual-flash images for redundant switch 
software images (optional).  

5. 12.2.12 Layer 2 switching It shall support IEEE 802.1Q VLANs, up to 1000 port-
based VLANs. 

5. 12.2.13 It shall support GARP VLAN Registration Protocol 
(GVRP) allowing automatic learning and dynamic 
assignment of VLANs. 

5. 12.2.14 It shall support Jumbo packets up to 9,216-byte frame 
size to improve performance of large data transfers. 

5. 12.2.15 Security It shall support protected ports to isolate specified ports 
from all other ports on the switch. 

5. 12.2.16 It shall support port security, MAC lockdown and MAC 
lockout. 

5. 12.2.17 It shall support IEEE 802.1X user authentication using 
an IEEE 802.1X supplicant in conjunction with a 
RADIUS server. 

5. 12.2.18 It shall support multiple IEEE 802.1X users per port 
preventing user “piggybacking” on another user’s IEEE 
802.1X authentication. 

5. 12.2.19 It shall support web-based authentication providing a 
browser-based environment to authenticate clients that 
do not support the IEEE 802.1X supplicant.  

5. 12.2.20 It shall support MAC-based authentication allowing 
client to be authenticated with the RADIUS server 
based on client’s MAC address. 

5. 12.2.21 It shall support BPDU port protection preventing forged 
BPDU attacks. 

5. 12.2.22 It shall support TACACS+ or RADUIS authentication 
for secure switch CLI logon. 
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5. 12.2.23 It shall support management access (CLI, Web, MIB) 

securely encrypted through SSHv2, SSL, and 
SNMPv3. 

5. 12.2.24 It shall support Authorized IP managers feature to 
determine which stations (PCs or workstations) can 
access the switch through the network. 

5. 12.2.25 Convergence and 
QoS 
 

It shall support IEEE 802.1AB Link Layer Discovery 
Protocol (LLDP).  

5. 12.2.26 It shall support IEEE 802.1p traffic prioritization 
delivering data to devices based on the priority and 
type of traffic. 

5. 12.2.27 It shall support IP multicast (data-driven IGMP) to 
automatically prevent flooding of IP multicast traffic. 

5. 12.2.28 Manageability 
 

It shall support SNMPv1/v2c/v3. 
5. 12.2.29 It shall support RMON providing advanced monitoring 

and reporting capabilities for statistics, history, alarms, 
and events. 

5. 12.2.30 It shall have full-featured console port providing 
complete control of the switch with a familiar 
command-line interface (CLI). 

5. 12.2.31 It shall support single IP address management for a 
virtual stack of up to 16 switches. 

5. 12.2.32 It shall support command-line interface (CLI) and Web 
Interface for switch configuration. 

5. 12.2.33 It shall identify and rectify common network problems 
automatically, then inform administrator (optional). 

 
5.13 Server Rack: 
 
5.13.1 Server rack should of height 42 U, width 600mm (for standard 19” 

equipment mounting) with reducing channels at front & rear end and depth 
1000mm for mounting standard rack servers and other hardware.  

 
5.13.2 Server rack shall have a robust and rigid frame with leveling frame. 
 
5.13.3 It shall be conforming to current industry practices & standards. 
 
5.13.4 Front & rear doors of rack shall be single, fully perforated. .   
 
5.13.5 Top & bottom panels shall be equipped with gland plates for cable entry. 
 
5.13.6 Equipment mounting angles inside the rack shall be fully recessible and 

shall have height markings for ease of use. 
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5.13.6 Rack shall be equipped with vertical AC mains power distribution unit. 

Power distribution unit shall consist of minimum 12 sockets of 5/15 Amps 
capacity with indicator and 2 nos. of 32Amps MCB.   

 
5.13.7 Rack shall be equipped with five numbers of 1U horizontal cable managers 

and two numbers of vertical cable managers for cable management.  
 
5.13.8 Rack shall be manufactured using non-hazardous materials & processes. 
 
5.13.9 Rack shall be chemically treated and shall have powder coating of approx 

80 to 100 microns thickness and shall be of industry standard colour or as 
specified by the purchaser.  . 

 
5.13.10 Rack should be accompanied with three packets of mounting hardware 

accessories. 
 
5.13.11 Rack should be equipped with two trays.  
 
5.13.12 Rack shall be able to take load all equipments with their full compliments of 

accessories.   
 
5.13.13 Server rack shall be equipped with adequate & efficient forced cooling 

arrangement. 
 
5.13.14 Manufacturer of server rack shall have quality system in place for 

manufacturing of such rack.    
 
5.13.15 Each server rack shall be equipped with KVM switch and console module 

as per specification mentioned in clause 5.14. 
 
5.14 KVM Switch & Console Module: 
 
5.14.1 KVM Switch: 
 
5.14.1.1 KVM (Key Board, Video, Mouse) switch should be of 8 ports managed type 

and equipped with PS/2 & USB console ports for connecting keyboard, 
mouse & monitor. 

 
5.14.1.2 KVM switch in daisy chain should allow access and control up to 256 

servers/computers from a single console. . 
 
5.14.1.3 KVM switch should be rack mountable and of size 1U. 
 
5.14.1.4 It should support video quality of 2048x1536. 
 
5.14.1.5 It should support multi-lingual on screen display. 
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5.14.1.6 It should be possible to upgrade firmware of KVM switch. 
 
5.14.1.7 It should support multiplatform like Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Linux, 

Unix and FreeBSD. 
 
5.14.1.8 KVM switch should be equipped with all accessories like rack mounting kit, 

cable sets, power cord etc. 
 
5.14.2 KVM Console Module: 
 
5.14.2.1 KVM console module should serve as the frontend of KVM switch. 
 
5.14.2.2 It should consist of integrated 17”LCD panel, full keyboard and touchpad in 

slide away housing.  
 
5.14.2.3 LCD module should rotate up to 1150 for better viewing angle. 
 
5.14.2.4 Console module should be rack mountable having size less than 1U with 

top & bottom clearance in a 1U high system rack. 
 
5.14.2.5 It should be compatible with PS/2 KVM switches. 
 
5.14.2.6 It should have built-in internal power. 
 
5.14.2.7 Video resolution of LCD panel should be up to 1280 x 1024 @ 75Hz 

supporting DDC, DDC2, DDC2B standards etc. 
 
5.14.2.8 VGA setting of every connected computer should be automatically adjusted 

for optimal output to the LCD monitor. 
 
6.0 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
6.1 Enterprise Operating System Software:  
 

All the servers in Primary Data Center, Disaster Recovery Center  should have 
Enterprise Operating System Software. Operating system software shall have 
following technical specifications. 

 
6.1.1 The enterprise grade server operating system should support the essential 

network services like Directory services, DNS, DHCP, Radius, Web services, 
Application services, Cluster services (high availability and fail over support), 
global file system support and virtualization. 

 
6.1.2 Architecture Support: The operating System should support multiple hardware 

architectures, which should allow having a scalable platform with improved 
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quality. This should provide an ability to deploy a common enterprise-strength 
across a wide range of hardware. The common software platform and Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) should be made available across the platforms to 
port/support and deliver their applications. It should be ensured that there is no 
feature skew between architectures, further improving stability and quality 
platform independent of operating system support. 

 
6.1.3 Hardware Certification: The operating system (including all variants) should have 

been certified on hardware from leading systems vendors. The operating system 
should be able to run on any certified desktop, server and storage hardware. 

 
6.1.4 Security: The operating system should support security enhanced features and 

should be capable of managing Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), client 
authentication through Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) and secure connectivity using Internet Protocol Security (IPSec). The 
operating system should have functionality for encrypting, check summing, 
signing data and control messages. Operating system should include support for 
file system ACLs (Access Control Lists), PIE, Exec Shield allowing proper access 
control to all files and devices. 

 
6.1.5  Availability: Operating systems should have longer product life cycle (minimum 5 

years) to avoid non-availability of various device driver (current and future) 
support as well as telephonic and web based support infrastructure in place. 

 
6.1.6 Language Support: The System software including operating system should be 

certified for different types of hardware and should have adequate security, 
availability, manageability, adaptability, and different languages especially Hindi 
(Unicode) language support. 

 
6.1.7 It should provide storage management tools designed to provide a centralized 

view of storage, simplified storage planning, provisioning & maintenance, 
monitoring & reporting. 

 
6.1.8 It should provide inbuilt capability to run multiple operating systems in a virtual 

infrastructure.  
 
6.1.9 It should support web server for delegated administration and unified, 

distributable configuration model.   
 
6.1.10 It should support file replication, distributed namespace management and fast file 

searching. 
 
6.1.11 It should provide technology to securely deploy similar operating systems to 

computers by using network-based installation. 
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6.1.12 It should allow connections to applications published inside a network from 

WAN/Internet.   
 
6.1.13 It should provide modular capability to install only a subset of the services 

required for various server roles. 
 
6.1.14 It should support both Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) and Internet Protocol 

version 6 (IPv6). 
 
6.1.15 It should provide inbuilt capability to setup failover cluster for high availability and 

should support fault tolerant memory synchronization. 
 
6.2 Client Data Server (Directory) Software: 
 
6.2.1 Directory service should be one of the core building blocks of the architecture of 

mailing system.  A directory should offer services for retrieving and storing 
objects, authentication and naming. The directory should also enable 
management of the infrastructure. 

 
6.2.2 Directory design should help in optimizing the bandwidth usage. Some of 

bandwidth usage points for Directory services should be: 
 
(i). Automatic Assigning of IP address  
(ii). User Logon traffic should be minimal 
(iii). No. of Group Membership should increase Bandwidth from 5- 20 Kb or 

more. 
(iv). Password changes.  

 
6.2.3 The centralized client data directory should be used for storing user’s credentials 

for all the users using email, Instant Messaging, Portal etc. All the systems 
should use the same centralized LDAP v3 compliant directory services for 
authentication, authorization and single sign-on. There should not be duplication 
of user stores for separate systems, to reduce complexity and increase 
productivity. Directory server should be having LDAP v3 compliant directory 
services for interoperability, security & manageability in a network.  

 
6.2.4 Directory Server: Directory server should have following technical 

specifications. 
 
6.2.4.1 The operating system should provide for directory services, which should be 

compliant with LDAP v3 specifications. 
6.2.4.2 It should provide support for X.500 naming standards.   
6.2.4.3 It should support for integrated LDAP compliant directory services to store 

information about users. 
6.2.4.4 The directory service should support features for health monitoring and 

verifying replication. 
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6.2.4.5 The directory service shall provide support for modifiable and extensible 

scheme. 
6.2.4.6 It should support multi-master directory service replication features. Directory 

Server should be scalable and should have multi-master & multi-site 
capabilities. 

6.2.4.7 It should support security features, such as support for smart cards, public 
key infrastructure (PKI), and x.509 certificates. 

6.2.4.8 The Object types supported should include: 
a) Users Object Type 

b) Groups (Security & Distribution Groups which can be static or dynamic)

c) Foreign Users (Non-employees/Business partners etc.) 
6.2.4.9 Search capability to query all directory objects should be available. 
6.2.4.10 It should support recovery of a single object as well as the entire directory. 
6.2.4.11 Loss of a single directory server should not affect ability for users to logon. 
6.2.4.12 It should support that password reset capabilities for a given group or groups 

of users can be delegated to any nominated user. 
6.2.4.13 It should support that user account creation/deletion rights within a group or 

groups can be delegated to any nominated user. 
6.2.4.14 It should support that group membership management within a group can be 

delegated to any nominated user. 
6.2.4.15 It should support multiple password and account lockout policies for different 

set of users. 
6.2.4.16 Directory services should be extensible & should have capability to be 

extended for custom development. 
6.2.4.17 It should provide the audit capability to log old and new values when  

changes are made to objects and their attributes. It should provide delete 
protection for directory objects. 

6.2.4.18 It should support the deployment of a read only additional directory server 
which may be deployed in a different location so as to prevent any changes 
from the other location. 

6.2.4.19 Directory Architecture: It should support load balancing for ensuring high 
availability.  

 
6.2.5 DNS Server: DNS (Domain Name System) server should have following 

minimum technical specifications. 
 
6.2.5.1 It should provide security features like access control list. 
6.2.5.2 It should support several new resource record types like service location etc. 
6.2.5.3 It should support round robin on all resource record) types. 
6.2.5.4 It should support background zone loading to make data retrieval faster. 
6.2.5.5 It should support both IP v4 and IP v6. 
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6.2.5.6 It should support load balancing for ensuring high availability. 

6.3 Enterprise Mail and Messaging Server Software:  
 
6.3.1 For the mail and messaging infrastructure, mail and messaging server software 

should be deployed. This should enable users to collaborate and share 
information.  

 
6.3.2 All the messaging services should leverage from the common client data servers 

(LDAP). Centralized Mailing Solution should be provided for Indian Railways, 
which should also be equipped with components for antivirus & anti spam 
scanning of the mails.  

 
6.3.3 It should provide the users with easy access to the mails and instant messaging 

either through web or native client.  
 
6.3.4 Messaging is a business critical functionality in the infrastructure and should 

have very high availability. The design should describe, test and document the 
arrangement for clustering or legitimate alternatives. 

 
6.3.5 The software should be capable to support mobile devices, voice communication 

devices. Thus, support for Integration of mobile and communication devices 
should be available in the proposed solution.  

 
6.3.6 The software should have voice mail integration capability which should support 

call unanswered and missed call notification by email functionality.  
 
6.3.7 Mail and Messaging Software: Mail & messaging software should have 

following technical specifications.  
 
6.3.7.1 General 
6.3.7.1.1 The mail server should support standard protocols like POP3/IMAP4, 

SMTP, HTTP/HTTPS format. 
6.3.7.1.2 It should provide support for LDAP V3 Directory access. 
6.3.7.1.3 It should support single integrated directory for NOS and messaging with 

unified management capabilities. 
6.3.7.2 Mobility 
6.3.7.2.1 It should support browser based email access with features including 

schedulable separate out-of-office messages for internal and external 
users, Really Simple Syndication (RSS) subscriptions, and Managed E-
Mail Folder access etc. 

6.3.7.2.2 It should provide out-of-box push based mail, calendar & contact 
information on PDAs and smart phones. 

6.3.7.2.3 It should provide support for HTML messages. Rich HTML mail for mobile 
devices should be supported.  Replying to an e-mail should preserve the 
HTML formatting for all other users in the thread. 
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6.3.7.2.4 It should support Security Policy (Password Policies etc) enforcement and 

self-serviceable remote erase capability for Smartphone to protect data. 
6.3.7.3 Collaboration and Productivity 
6.3.7.3.1 It should provide support for group collaboration, Calendaring, Scheduling, 

Tasks & Notes feature.  
6.3.7.3.2 It should support resource scheduling like conference rooms, projectors 

etc. 
6.3.7.3.3 It should support a scheduling assistant to provide visual guidance on the 

best dates and times for meeting, based on the schedules of invitees and 
resources. 

6.3.7.3.4 It should support Schedulable Out of Office. Out of Office messages should 
be scheduled to begin and end at given dates/times. It should support for 
separate out-of-office messages to be set for internal and external 
recipients. 

6.3.7.3.5 It should support blocking Out of Office messages from distribution lists. 
Out of Office messages should not be sent to the entire membership of a 
distribution list that is listed in the To or Cc boxes. 

6.3.7.3.6 It should provide support for collaborative application development and 
support for Integrated workflow scenarios and Web services. 

6.3.7.3.7 Messaging solution should provide development APIs for Web Services. 
6.3.7.3.8 Users should be able to sort their email by conversation topics. 
6.3.7.3.9 The email system should have capability to schedule archiving of old mails. 
6.3.7.3.10 Users should be able to add personal contacts to their contacts folder. 
6.3.7.4 Unified Messaging Support 
6.3.7.4.1 Messaging System should support following unified communication 

capabilities: 

(a). Emails, Voice Mails and Fax redirected to Inbox. 

(b). Speech Enabled Auto-attendant. 

(c). It should support SIP based integration with IP or non-IP PBXs. 

6.3.7.5 Compliance & Confidentiality 
6.3.7.5.1 Compliance: Messaging System should have inbuilt compliance engine to 

enforce government compliance & regulation requirements. 
6.3.7.5.2 Archiving & Journaling: Messaging system should be able to provide 

archiving & journaling capabilities per user, per distribution list and per 
database basis. 

6.3.7.5.3 Email Classification: Messaging solution should be able to provide 
customizable message classification like confidential, personal, company/ 
department confidential, do not forward.  

6.3.7.5.4 It should support Multi-Mailbox Search. Administrators should be able to 
perform fast, full-text search across all mailboxes if required for legal or 
other purposes.  

6.3.7.5.5 It should be possible to sort emails for sender, receiver, message size, sent 
date, receive date, cc etc. 
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6.3.7.5.6 Mail administrator should be able to define & configure retention & archival 

polices. 
6.3.7.5.7 System should be able to create archive mailbox for each user. 
6.3.7.5.8 System should be able to search both users primary & archive mailboxes. 
6.3.7.6 Security 
6.3.7.6.1 Messaging server should be able to restrict distribution list to authenticated 

users. 
6.3.7.6.2 It should provide core anti-spam capability out-of-box. Mail server should 

have an ability to have an internet mail filtering functionality to separate 
spam. The messaging server should have built-in server-side filtering and 
also client-side filtering. 

6.3.7.6.3 The mail server should have the following security features: 
Connection filtering,   Real time safe & block lists, Sender and recipient 
filtering including blank sender filtering, Recipient lookup, Real-time block 
list–based filtering, Ability to restrict relaying, Ability to restrict distribution 
lists to authenticated users. It should support dynamic distribution lists. It 
should support virus scanning API, Message Level Encryption, Sender 
Reputation Level, Email Address Rewriting at Gateway. 

6.3.7.6.4 It should support encryption.  
6.3.7.6.5 It should provide support for single sign-on integrated with the supported 

network operating system’s Directory Services authentication database.  
6.3.7.7 Mailbox Storage & Business Continuity  
6.3.7.7.1 It should provide tools to handle disaster recovery scenarios like re-

connection to the directory services user account, support for special 
storage group for recovery of Individual or group of mailboxes, support for 
merging or copying recovered mailboxes. 

6.3.7.7.2 It should support high availability with automated failover in a cluster. 
Messaging solution should support up to eight-node clustering with a 
minimum of one passive node. 

6.3.7.7.3 Messaging solution should provide log shipping and replay capabilities for 
email database for database replication and redundancy.  

6.3.7.7.4 It should have support for near Instantaneous backup/ restore. 
6.3.7.7.5 It should be capable of scheduling message delivery date and time both by 

end-user and administratively. 
6.3.7.7.6 The mail server mailboxes should be fully indexed, allowing users to 

quickly search for information.  
6.3.7.7.7 Mailing solution should support the following features.  

a. Oversize Message: System should notify the user, in case the user’s 
message size is above the prescribed message limit.  

b. Restricted Distributed List- A user should not be allowed to send the 
mails to distribution list if they have not been authorized to do so.    

c. Mailbox Full- User should be notified when his mail box is full or 
nearing to its allowed capacity. 
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6.3.7.8 Performance 
6.3.7.8.1 It should support graphical performance statistics monitoring using 

performance monitor. 
6.3.7.8.2 It should support single instance storage to improve storage performance. 

All items (i.e. calendar, tasks, contacts, mails etc.) should be stored in a 
single instance with pointers to relevant mailbox owners. 

6.3.7.9 Messaging Solution Architecture 
6.3.7.9.1 Messaging solution should have tiered architecture like Mailbox Servers, 

SMTP Gateway and Users Access Server. Multiple Mailbox servers should 
be used to provide redundancy & clustering capabilities. Gateway servers 
should be deployed for user access functions with capabilities like portal 
based Web Mail, push based mobile mail access, should provide email 
access from internet and to route to internet with anti-spam capabilities like 
content filtering, domain filtering. 

6.3.7.10 Mail Administration: 

6.3.7.10.1 The mail administration system should allow delegated administrative 
rights to the designated user to work as administrator for defined domain. 

 
6.4 Information Rights Management Software:  

 
Information rights Management Software should have following technical 
specifications. 

 
6.4.1 It should ensure that mails are protected at rest, in transit and even after they 

are distributed to recipients. 
  
6.4.2    It should be able to prevent access to selected mails. 
  
6.4.3 It should be able to prevent mails from being forwarded to other participants, 

being printed, being copied. 
  
6.4.4 It should also protects documents like doc/xls/ppt files, PDF, text file, JPEG, 

GIF & ODF (Open Document Format) files from being shared, printed and 
copied.  

 
6.4.5 It should authenticate the recipient using proposed user directory.   
  
6.4.6 It should be able to provide access to rights protected content based on user 

groups/roles as defined in user directory.   

6.4.7  It should have ability to expire content of rights protected mail/s after certain 
date or certain days. 

   
6.4.8 It should support blocking print-screen capabilities in case recipient does not 

have copy or print permission to mail or its attachments. 
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6.5 Backup Management Server Software: 

6.5.1 Backup Management Server Software should have following technical 
specifications.  

 
6.5.1.1 The solution should give the provision of both compression as well as 

encryption while taking backup. 
 
6.5.1.2 It should enable online backup & restoration of mail & applications servers.   
 
6.5.1.3 It should have seamless integration between disk and tape media. 
 
6.5.1.4 The solution should have an intelligent user interface that abstracts the 

operator from the need to separately manage disk and tape media. 
 
6.5.1.5 The Backup software should have an integrated RDBMS as the catalogue and 

shall not use flat file system to store the backup data. 
 
6.5.1.6 It should support automated disk based backup as well as tape based backup. 
 
6.5.1.7 Software should have an online verification system while backing up and 

recovering data. 
 
6.5.1.8 The software should have a disaster recovery system in place to protect the 

data in case of possible disaster. 
 
6.5.1.9 Software should provide extensive device supports for various device types 

and device manufactures. 
 
6.5.1.10 It should support policy-based automated migration that moves managed data 

from one type of media to another based on user defined thresholds. 
 
6.5.1.11 There should be provision for integration with other management solutions like 

monitoring system. 
 
6.5.1.12 It should have the capability of protecting branch office servers using a 

centralized backup solution over WAN. 
 
6.5.1.13 It should provide details of alerts/errors in the user interface along with 

detailed error description and possible resolution. 
 
6.5.1.14 Solution should provide full backup preferably fortnightly. 
 
6.5.1.15 It should also provide Incremental backup for data. 
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6.5.1.16 Solution should provide greater reliability in backup content based on Volume 

Level Filter  
 
6.5.1.17 Solution should have provision for incremental backup every 15 minutes. 
 
6.5.1.18 Solution should have support for SAN and NAS.  
 
6.5.1.19 The solution should provide operational simplicity thereby lessening the 

amount of time spent on managing and troubleshooting the system. 
 
6.5.1.20 All mail, messaging & applications serves should have online SAN based back 

up. 

6.6 Enterprise Management Software: 

6.6.1 Enterprise Management Software (EMS) should have following technical 
specifications.  

 
6.6.1.1 Readymade/out of the box management packs/policies for the products used 

in the solution shall be available. 
6.6.1.2 Alerts capabilities through SMS, emails etc. should be available. Drill down 

features to find root cause of the problem should also be available. 
6.6.1.3 Out of box reporting capabilities to find health and status of servers (OS, 

Web, Application, and Database Servers) should be available. Reporting 
shall include: 
 

a) Capacity Planning & Historical performance Reports 
b) Performance Reports 
c) Availability Reports 
d) Cluster Aware Monitoring 

6.6.1.4 The solution should contain a repository of the pre-packaged and pre-built 
knowledge-base recommended by subject matter experts and delivering the 
knowledge in context with the alerts. There should be a provision to add up 
customized knowledge base to the product deployed on site depending on 
site specific acquired knowledge over a period of time by the site engineers. 

6.6.1.5 The solution shall provide contextual knowledge base intelligence for 
individual alerts that identifies possible causes for the alert and suggests 
recommended resolution steps for alerts received at the console. 

6.6.1.6 The tool should implement a “watchdog” capability to ensure the agent is 
always available, restarted when necessary and functioning properly.  

6.6.1.7 The solution should work on a scalable relational database for data repository 
of collected data. 

6.6.1.8 The tool should provide facility for benchmarking server performance and 
alerting on abnormal behavior rather than relying on just fixed thresholds. 

6.6.1.9 The solution shall have high availability. Switch over to an alternate 
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management server should be supported in the event of a management 
server failure. 

6.6.1.10 The solution shall ensure secure authenticated connections between 
managed servers and management server. 

6.6.1.11 To help increase the efficiency of administrators and operators, the solution 
should provide user interfaces optimized for the different roles and the 
specific tasks that need to be performed.  

6.6.1.12 There should be provisions to forward the events to centralized event console 
and the solution through the same operation console should be able to keep 
track of the entire history for the issue like time of event generation, how 
many times the event is generated.  

6.6.1.13 It should enable operations and IT management teams to more easily identify 
and resolve issues affecting the health of distributed IT services.  

6.6.1.14 It should have simplified installation and configuration. It should be possible 
to deploy and update the agents remotely.  

6.6.1.15 The agent should provide a store and forward capability. It should be 
recoverable and should continue to function when the network is down. It 
should also be possible to implement independent automated remote actions. 

6.6.1.16 It should also support dynamic thresholds, in contrast to fixed thresholds to 
evaluate normal behavior of server over a specified period of time.  

 
6.7 Network Management Software: 

 
6.7.1 Network Management Software shall provide fault and performance 

management of the network infrastructure on which various services are 
operating. 

 
6.7.2 The specifications of the Network Management Software shall be as follows:  

 
(I). Network Fault Management:

 6.7.2.1 NMS shall provide secured GUI based consoles as well as secured web-
based consoles. 

 6.7.2.2 The solution should provide for future scalability of the whole system without 
major architectural changes. Therefore the system should support distributed 
hierarchical architecture. 

6.7.2.3 Polling intervals should be configurable on a need basis through a GUI tool, 
to ensure that key systems are monitored as frequently as necessary. Where 
there are severe bandwidth problems, it should be possible for poll intervals 
to be changed to reduce network traffic. 

6.7.2.4 The system shall support discriminated polling, whereby certain critical 
interface of routers or switches may be polled more frequently than others. 

6.7.2.5 NMS should have the ability to correlate events across the entire spectrum of 
infrastructure components that support our critical applications like routers, 
switches provided by heterogeneous vendors. 
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6.7.2.6 NMS architecture should be object-oriented, open, distributed, scalable, and 

multi-platform and open to third party integration. 

6.7.2.7 The framework should be sensitive and be aware of the impact of 
management traffic on the network and provide mechanisms to limited use of 
network resources. 

6.7.2.8 NMS shall provide fault and performance management for multi-vendor 
TCP/IP networks. 

6.7.2.9 NMS should support dynamic object collections and auto discovery. The 
topology of the entire network should be available in a single map. 

6.7.2.10 NMS should be able to update changes like re-indexing of ports, addition / 
deletion of ports on network map with each polling cycle without rediscovery 
of complete network.  

6.7.2.11 The NMS shall support automatic event correlation, in order to reduce events 
occurring on such a large network, on events arising due to any of the 
following: Frame Relay, HSRP state, Pair Wise events ( ex: link up/down), 
Chassis Intermittent status, Node interface, Multiple reboot, De-duplication, 
Physical address mismatch, Authentication failure, Connector down, 
Scheduled maintenance. 

6.7.2.12 The NMS shall provide information regarding capacity utilization and error 
statistics for WAN links. 

6.7.2.13 The NMS shall trigger automated actions based on incoming events/ traps.

6.7.2.14 The NMS shall be capable of login authentication to restrict / enable access 
to the manager. 

6.7.2.15 NMS event correlation shall be built-in, tightly coupled with NMS event sub-
system and should be able to suppress events for key systems/devices that 
are down for routine maintenance. 

6.7.2.16 NMS shall have out of the box tools for building MIB application used for 
testing devices on multiple MIB parameters. Data collection should be 
possible on MIB expressions using specific formulas like utilization of links in 
Kbps, Mbps. 

6.7.2.17 NMS shall be configurable to suppress events for key systems/ devices that 
are down for routine maintenance or planned outage. 

6.7.2.18 NMS should provide custom visual mapping of layer 2 and 3 devices, 
connectivity and relationships 

6.7.2.19 NMS should provide inbuilt Correlation Composer Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), which enables users to tailor the event correlation behavior of the 
correlators that are shipped with product. No need of any special 
programming knowledge should be required. 

6.7.2.20 NMS shall maximize network availability and customer satisfaction by rapidly 
identifying and diagnosing IP routing faults. 

6.7.2.21 It shall detect and isolate the root cause of layer 3 network instabilities and 
anomalies. 
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 (II). Network Performance Management: 

6.7.2.22 It shall be scalable to monitor performance for elements including the 
following: Frame relay, LAN/WAN management information base II (MIB-II) 
interfaces, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), QOS, MPLS routers device 
resources - CPU, memory, and buffers on devices. 

6.7.2.23 It shall be able to identify how device resources are affecting network 
performance and over & under-utilized links in the network. 

6.7.2.24 The performance module shall be able to extract statistical information 
regarding IP domain. It shall support the activation/deactivation, collection, 
storage and presentation of statistics for all network element of IP domain. 

6.7.2.25 It   shall   provide   the   consolidated   report   for   performance   and 
operator initiated measurement for the busy hour or for any hour or for 
programmed duration for the network element, domain and network.   

6.7.2.26 The  performance module  shall  enable  viewing  of  the  availability  of  the  
network elements as part of the network and also as individual elements. It 
shall  be  possible  to  drill  down  to  subsystem  of  a  network  element from  
network map being displayed at the IP domain. 

6.7.2.27 The traffic measurement shall also include the performance of the managed  
network  with  statistical  information like  packets sent, packets received, 
packets rejected due to an error, time delay for a packet to  be  sent  across  
the  network,  jitter,  delay  experienced  by  RTP streams etc. 

6.7.2.28 In addition to the day-to-day administration of the system, introduction of any 
new features shall also not cause any interruption to services. 

6.7.2.29 It shall be possible to store all the performance and traffic statistics for atleast 
one year. It  shall  also  be  possible  to  generate  daily,  weekly, monthly  
reports  for  the  individual  element  as  well  as  complete domain.  The 
report generation shall be supported for text and graphic reports. 

6.7.2.30 Forecasting - The performance module should provide graphical chart to 
display linear/logarithmic/exponential regression model forecasting of graphs 
and tabular reports route exhaustion prediction. 

6.7.2.31 Scheduled Reports - The performance module shall be able to allow the 
system administrator to configure scheduled batch report to be run 
automatically. The output of the report should be available as a stored file or 
email to the user(s). 

6.7.2.32 Exclusions - The performance module should allow the user to select time 
and day exclusions from generation of reports and graphs. 

6.7.2.33 The system shall be able to fix thresholds based on key performance 
indicators (KPI) and issue alarms on the violations.  These thresholds shall 
be set based on percentage values and/or based on historical value. 

6.7.2.34 The system shall be extensible and capable of adding  to  the following:- 
 

a. New equipment Interface 
b. New database models 
c. New database tables 
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d. New database columns  
e. New reports and graphs 

(III). 
 
 

 Network Performance Management Software shall provide following 
reports: 

6.7.2.35 Executive Service Level Management Summary: To show the overall health 
of the systems in the environment by aggregating total exceptions, total CPU 
utilization exceptions, total memory utilization exceptions, total swap 
utilization exceptions, total queue length exceptions on all systems monthly, 
daily and hourly. 

6.7.2.36 Resource Optimization Reports:

File Systems Resource Optimization: It should indicate what systems will 
have over-utilized or under-utilized file systems in the next 30, 60 and 90 
days and file system utilization, CPU utilization and memory utilization for 
those systems. 

6.7.2.37 Forecast Reports:

Memory Forecast: It should list all systems within 30, 60 and 90 days of a 
memory usage threshold, file system utilization, memory utilization, and CPU 
utilization for each system. 

File System Forecast: It should list all systems within 30, 60 and 90 days of a 
file system usage threshold, file system utilization, CPU utilization and 
memory utilization for each system. 

CPU Forecast: It should list all systems within 30, 60 and 90 days of a CPU 
forecast usage threshold, CPU utilization, memory utilization, swap utilization 
and number of page outs. 

6.7.2.38 Hot Spots Reports:

Problem Summary for the Day:  It should list the systems with the most 
exceptions during the previous day and details run queue, CPU utilization, 
memory utilization, swap utilization, page outs per second and number of 
processes, exception details for these systems. 

Near Real-Time Quick View and Snapshot Reports: It should show a list of 
systems that are being monitored and the most recent data on these systems 
from the last six hours, including run queue, CPU utilization, memory 
utilization, swap utilization, page outs per second and number of processes. 

Near Real-Time Snapshot: It should show run queue, CPU utilization, 
memory utilization, swap utilization, page outs per second and number of 
processes on selected nodes with the most recent data.  

6.7.2.39 Drag N Drop Reporting – It should provide an Enterprise Portal/ Dashboard 
as part of the product, which can be customized to have views for individual 
administrators. It should be possible to create bar charts/ tables/ Pie charts/ 
Online Plot charts etc using drag n drop options. Each administrator should 
be able to create his own custom portal view as part of the monitoring 
environment. 
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6.7.2.40 System Reports: It should list the systems producing the highest network 

volume, CPU utilization, CPU queue length, network in/out packets, network 
collision and error rates per minute and file system utilization during the 
previous day. The data can be sorted by CPU utilization and CPU queue 
length. 

6.7.2.41 It should show proactive monitoring of device resources, including:

a) CPU utilization, at the slot level 
b) Memory utilization, at the slot level 
c) Buffer usage, at the slot level 
d) Backplane utilization 

6.7.2.42 Near real-time, hourly, daily and monthly reports shall provide insight from 
what’s happening now to a long term planning perspective. 

6.7.2.43 Exceptions Reports:

It should list elements that have exceeded a performance threshold during 
the previous day. 

It should list interfaces with highest number of discard, error, and utilization 
errors and shows exception counts, maximum utilization and average 
utilization. 

6.7.2.44 Interface Reports:

Capacity Planning: It should forecast busy hour utilization and sort’s 
interfaces or protocols by rate of growth. 

Unreachable: It should list interfaces for which no data has been received for 
certain specified duration.  

Availability Detail: It should show the availability of interfaces for the previous 
day in terms of percentage of availability and what that means in actual 
seconds; includes graphical summarizations for the past hour, day and 
month. 

6.7.2.45 Traffic Utilization Reports: It should capture comprehensive traffic data across 
VLAN interfaces for utilization. 

6.7.2.46 Backplane Reports:

It should show backplane utilization for both single and multiple backplane 
switches. 

It should consist of Switch Historical Summary, Snapshot, QuickView, NRT 
Snapshot and NRT QuickView reports. 

6.7.2.47 Near Real Time (NRT) Reports:

It should show utilization, error, and discard data for active interfaces and 
trunks, based on the most recent six hours of data. 

It should show current trouble spots, such as elements that are experiencing 
high CPU or buffer utilization. 

It should show peak utilization for active interfaces and trunks in context of a 
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customer, the customer’s location and the corresponding device.

It should show packets and percentage of errors per interface from the most 
recent poll cycle and the past 12 hours. 

It should show interface data with percentage of broadcast and multicast 
packets from the previous day which can be used to track broadcast storms. 

Increase and decrease in utilization over the last 24 hours or for the previous 
month should be indicated in graphical form. 

 
6.8 Security, Antivirus & Antispam Software for Mail Users: 
 
6.8.1 Virus prevention shall be vital for network environment and its security. Virus 

protection shall be implemented to prevent viruses to infect network components. 
 
6.8.2 Effective virus detection and prevention shall be realized by the usage of anti-

virus policies. Security software should provide anti-virus and anti-spam for the 
following components.  

 
 Anti-virus client-component  
 Anti-virus server-component  
 Anti-virus gateway-component  

 
6.8.3 Both client and server components shall perform real-time monitoring. The 

gateway-component in the infrastructure should perform attachment filtering on 
protocol-level. The gateway filters should monitor in and outbound mail and web 
traffic. 

 
6.8.4 Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam Software: Anti-virus and anti-spam software should 

have following technical specifications.  
 
6.8.4.1 The solution should provide protection in the messaging infrastructure, 

including messaging SMTP gateway and mail servers, helping to stop 
viruses, worms, and spam before they impact the network or user 
productivity. 

 6.8.4.2 Support for mail clusters should be provided to ensure that both active and 
passive nodes have the most up-to-date configuration information, filtering 
policies and signatures, so that the messaging traffic can remain secure 
even if individual mail servers fail. 

6.8.4.3 If zip archive file carrying multiple files have some malicious files, only the 
malicious files should be removed/ cleaned and the rest should be passed 
on as it is to the intended recipient(s).  

 6.8.4.4 It shall provide for scanning .doc files and any other files that use structured 
storage and the OLE embedded data format (for example, .xls, .ppt, or .shs) 
as container files. This should ensure that any embedded files are scanned 
as potential virus carriers. 
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6.8.4.5 It should have the capability to detect embedded code in documents. 

6.8.4.6 It should provide comprehensive antivirus protection against the latest 
threats and viruses by using multiple levels of checks involving multiple 
technologies like heuristics, signature, scan engines, etc.  

 6.8.4.7 It should be possible to quarantine messages with malicious code and 
provide notification to appropriate sender or receiver and the administrator. 

 6.8.4.8 It should provide options to scan/ check for malicious mails before they are 
delivered to the mailboxes  

 6.8.4.9 The solution should be a multi-layered spam protection leveraging different 
filtering technologies, including spam signatures, heuristics, reputation 
filters, language identification. 

 6.8.4.10 The solution should permit multiple allow and deny lists to provide flexible 
protection. 

 6.8.4.11 The solution should support domain-level black and white lists. 

 6.8.4.12 The solution should provide IP based block-and-allow list based on sender 
reputation. These lists should be automatically updated as new versions 
become available. It should also allow administrators to configure additional 
IP allow-or-deny lists as needed. 

 6.8.4.13 The solution should provide a choice of actions to be taken on spam mails. 
The action may be to just identify a type of message, tag a message, delete 
and or quarantine/archive a message or a combination of the above. 

 6.8.4.14 It should provide anti-spamming capabilities which allow administrators to 
apply controls to the messaging system that will block receipt of messages 
into the system. 

 6.8.4.15 It should apply controls based on content, recipient identification, sender 
identification, sender post office, or other selectable parameters on the client 
side. 

 6.8.4.16 It should apply controls based on the sender ID framework as industry 
standard for the anti-spam initiative. 

 6.8.4.17 It should apply threshold levels based on content of inbound email – junk 
email and non-junk email classification. 

 6.8.4.18 IT should provide anti-spamming capabilities which allows end-users to: 
 

a) Classify messages as spam and not spam 
b) Create rules that handle future spam and non-spam messages 
c) Review messages that have been marked as spam 

 6.8.4.19 The solution should allow administrators to quickly create custom 
organization-wide content filters to handle messages based on content, 
sender information, or other criteria. It should allow file filtering to block files 
based on the following parameters. 
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a) Type (true type) 
b) Size 
c) Direction (inbound or outbound) 
d) Nested zip archives 
e) Container documents 

 6.8.4.20 The solution should provide for keyword (body text) based filtering. It should 
filter messages based on a variety of words, phrases, and/or sentences. 
Also, a provision for administrators to administrators to download filter lists 
for profanity, racial discrimination, sexual discrimination, and spam should 
be made available. 

  6.8.4.21 The solution should offer consolidated reporting which should give 
administrators visibility into aggregated filtering performance for deployed 
servers. 

  6.8.4.22 The solution should allow administrator to create E-Mail notifications based 
on disposition or category of message. 

  6.8.4.23 The solution should have provision for configuration backup and restore. 

  6.8.4.24 The solution should support quarantining of SPAM & virus emails. 

  6.8.4.25 It should be possible to manage the solution either locally or remotely. 

  6.8.4.26 In a scenario where multiple message servers are deployed at various 
locations in the organization, it should be possible to deploy the exact same 
configuration to each server. 

  6.8.4.27 It should be possible to take backup of configuration, quarantined mails, and 
filters (custom & default) for disaster recovery.  

  6.8.4.28 The solution should provide for keyword (body text) based filtering. It should 
filter messages & documents based on a variety of words, phrases, and/or 
sentences.  

  6.8.4.29 Keyword filtering should analyze the contents of the document, text, excel, 
word, Office 2007 Open-XML, HTML, and power- point files to identify 
unwanted or prohibitive content. Also, a provision for seed filter lists on 
profanity, racial discrimination and sexual discrimination should be made 
available with the solution. 

6.8.4.30 The solution should have inbuilt Domain Name Server Block List checking 
for effective Anti-Spam protection.  

6.8.4.31 The solution should have configurable Spam Level ratings along with inbuilt 
Anti-Spam Engine for spam protection.  

6.8.4.32 Automatic update of Anti-Spam should be configurable along with the Anti-
Virus engines.  
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7.0 TESTS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS:  
 
7.1  The system provider shall submit detailed test reports for tests done on various 

equipments proposed to be used, covering the parameters/ features as given in 
this specification. System provider shall also submit details along-with 
performance reports of similar system installed by him in any other reputed 
organization.  

 
7.2 In case purchaser so desire any other test on the equipment shall be 

conducted by system provider in presence of purchaser’s representative to 
ascertain conformance. 

 
7.3 At least one equipment of each type should be tested for parameters/ features 

by system provider in presence of purchaser’s representative. The tests shall 
be conducted as per test procedure proposed by manufacturer duly reviewed 
and approved by purchaser. 

 
7.4 The equipments tested as above shall be integrated to form the complete 

system by system provider to demonstrate the workability of complete 
integrated system.  

 
7.5 Once the workability of system has been proved as above, complete integrated 

installation may be carried out by the system provider in consultation with 
purchaser. 

 
7.6 System Acceptance Test: On completion of installation of complete system, 

system acceptance test shall be carried out as per system acceptance test 
procedure proposed by manufacturer/ system provider duly reviewed and 
approved by Purchaser. 

 
8.0 INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PURCHASER: 
 
8.1 Information regarding numbers of total users, numbers of mail users location 

wise, features required to be provided to all mail users and a group of mail users, 
features required for administration & management of mailing system shall be 
furnished by the purchaser.  

 
8.2 Quantities of various types of hardware & software at various locations are to be 

specified by purchaser depending upon redundancy, security & reliability 
requirements of primary data center, disaster recovery center and other locations 
of centralized mailing system.  

 
8.3 Purchaser shall arrange requisite bandwidth between Primary Data Center, 

Disaster Recovery Center and at various locations of Indian Railways for 
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connectivity between Primary Data Center & Disaster Recovery Center and to 
give easy access to mail users.  

 
9.0 DOCUMENTATION: 
 
9.1 The following documents should be supplied along with the system: 
 

a). Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack. 
 
b). Manuals containing detailed technical parameters/ features of various 

hardware systems & software being provided. 
 
c). Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting 

exercises, details & feature of software etc.  
  

d). Operating and trouble shooting manual including maintenance schedule. 
 

 e). Any other manual(s)/ documents as specified by manufacturer/purchaser.
  
 
 

***** 
*** 


